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Setting
 Name(s):   

Out of This World
Can the things that happen in this story happen in real life? Make two lists .

Title of Book:   

Sure, Why Not? 
These Things Could Happen

No Way, Not Happening! 
These Things Could Not Happen

Now meet with a partner . Discuss how your lists are the same or different . Together, decide 
on how to answer these two questions . Write your answer on the lines .

Question #1: What in this story is most different from real life?

 

 

 

Question #2: What in this story is most like real life?
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A Closer Look: Why do you think it was important for the author to make this story like real 
life (or not like real life)? How did this choice make the story better? Discuss these questions 
with your partner . Write a summary of your discussion on a separate piece of paper .
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Visual Craft
Name:   

Thinking About Visual Craft
Take a look at these two drawings:

Picture 1

“This place is a real zoo!”

Picture 2

“This place is a real zoo!”

 1. What would you say are the main differences between these two drawings? 

 

 

 2. In each picture, what do you think is meant by the words “This place is a real zoo!”

Picture 1:  

Picture 2:  

 3. How do the differences you wrote about in question #1 change the meaning of the 
words “This place is a real zoo!”?
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Give It a Try!  On a separate piece of paper, draw two pictures that are alike but have a few 
important differences . See if you can write a line of text that is the same but has different 
meanings because of what is shown in the picture .


